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Abstract
The Kronecker product in the real linear matrix analytic setting is studied. More versatile operations are
proposed. Such generalizations are of interest for the same reasons the standard Kronecker product is. To
give an example, new preconditioning ideas are suggested. In connection with this, several formulae for
the inverse are devised. Orthogonal decompositions of real-entried matrices are derived through introducing
new Kronecker product SVDs. Matrix equations are given to illustrate how the Kronecker product structures
introduced can arise.
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1. Introduction
The complex number system is richer than the real one. For this simple reason we are interested
in real linear matrix analysis, i.e., we study operatorsM : Cn → Cp defined as
z →Mz = Mz + M#τz (1.1)
for a pair of matrices M,M# ∈ Cp×n. Here τ denotes the conjugation operator τz = z¯ acting on
vectors, allowing us to use the shorthand M + M#τ forM. HenceM is real linear such that for
M# = 0 we have the ordinary matrix-vector product while with M = 0 the operator is antilinear,
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i.e., conlinear. Basic factorizations, spectral theory, and a framework to extend the singular value
decomposition for R-linear operators were developed in [5,16,13,14]. See also our recent review
[15].
In this paper Kronecker product operations in the real linear matrix analytic setting are deve-
loped. Our approach is based on the observation that there are at least two natural ways to
rewrite the Kronecker product of two real-entried matrices as an operation involving R-linear
operators. Interpreted in this way, the Kronecker product of real-entried matrices carries a structure
that appears to be unnecessarily constrained – a fact that has to do with the richness of the
complex number system. More versatile operations are proposed that still possess benefits of
the usual Kronecker product. Particular attention is paid to the square matrix case motivated by
applications to preconditioning and solving systems of linear equations; see [22,6] and references
therein. A number of generically valid factorizations for the inverse are derived. In this connection
approximating an R-linear operator with the arising Kronecker product structures is a natural task
and we present four associated matrix nearness problems in close accordance with the ideas
developed in [14]. Four respective Kronecker product SVDs follow. Any of these can be used in
real-entried matrix compression.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 orthogonal complex structures are used as a
starting point for a concise introduction to real linear matrix analysis. In Section 3 we rewrite the
Kronecker product of two real matrices as an operation involving R-linear operators. After gener-
alizing the resulting structures, we introduce four matrix nearness problems and propose respective
orthogonal decomposition for real matrices with the arising Kronecker SVDs. In Section 4 formu-
lae for the inverses of the Kronecker product structures proposed are derived. New Kronecker prod-
uct based preconditioning ideas follow. Motivated by matrix equations involving also the conjugate
or the adjoint of the unknown matrix, in Section 5 we consider R-linear operators having Kronecker
product parts. For these finding the inverse is shown to consist of solving a generalized Sylvester
equation followed by an R-linear operation. In this connection a factorization of QZ-type forM
is derived. Finally, one more orthogonal decomposition is proposed.
2. Orthogonal complex structures and R-linear operators
On R2n we have the orthogonal complex structures
Cpx(R2n) = {K ∈ R2n×2n : K∗K = I,K2 = −I};
see, e.g., [10, p. 156]. The canonical orthogonal complex structure we denote by J =
[
0 I
−I 0
]
,
where I is the n-by-n identity matrix. Namely, we have an orthogonal complex structure K if and
only if K = QJQ∗ for an orthogonal matrix Q ∈ R2n×2n. Then a vector v ∈ R2n, with v = Q
[
x
y
]
for unique x, y ∈ Rn, can be represented in Cn as x + iy. In this manner a multiplication by the
matrix K on R2n corresponds to a multiplication by −iI on Cn.
For a matrix A ∈ R2p×2n regarded as a linear operator A : R2n → R2p, assume there is an
orthogonal complex structure K1 on R2n as well as K2 on R2p. It is natural to split A with respect
to these structures as A = L + C, where
L = 1
2
(A − K2AK1) and C = 12 (A + K2AK1). (2.1)
We say that L is the linear part and C is the antilinear of A with respect to the orthogonal
complex structures K1 and K2. Observe that L gets intertwined as LK1 = K2L while C satisfies
CK1 = −K2C.
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Let K1 = Q1JQ∗1 and K2 = Q2JQ∗2 with orthogonal matrices Q1 ∈ R2n×2n and Q2 ∈
R2p×2p. Then the linear operator A : R2n → R2p with orthogonal complex structures K1 on
R2n and K2 on R2p is equivalent to the linear operator Q∗2AQ1 : R2n → R2p with the canonical
orthogonal complex structures on R2n and on R2p. Using other structures than the canonical one
is motivated, for instance, by the interest to have a more dominating linear part in (2.1). For
simplicity, in this paper we will only employ the canonical orthogonal complex structures on R2p
and on R2p.
Consider the R-linear operator (1.1). In terms of the canonical orthogonal complex structures
an equivalent representation of the action ofM is given by the real-entried matrix
A = L + C =
[
Re(M) −Im(M)
Im(M) Re(M)
]
+
[
Re(M#) Im(M#)
Im(M#) −Re(M#)
]
∈ R2p×2n, (2.2)
which we also call the real form ofM. When applied reversely, this provides a means of rewriting
A : R2n → R2p, with canonical orthogonal complex structures on R2p and on R2p, as an R-linear
operatorM : Cn → Cp. This converse interpretation is of interest since the formulation in terms
ofM reveals structures, due to the richness of the complex number system, that are not apparent
from A. HenceM is actually a complexification of A.
We regard the set of R-linear operators as a vector space over C and denote it byMp,n. The
addition operation is defined in an obvious way while the scalar multiplication we define from the
right, i.e., (α,M) →Mα = αM + α¯M#τ for α ∈ C andM ∈Mp,n. (An equally natural option
is to define the scalar multiplication from the left.) This makesMp,n into an inner product space
once we set
(M,N) = tr
(
N∗M + NT# M#
)
withM,N ∈Mp,n (2.3)
to have an inner product. The respective Frobenius norm of M equals ‖M‖F = (‖M‖2F +
‖M#‖2F)1/2. Then, in terms of the real form (2.2), we have the relationship ‖A‖F =
√
2‖M‖F.
The dimension ofMp,n is 2pn.
Although less tractable in approximations [14], onMp,n we also employ the operator norm
‖M‖2 = maxz /=0 ‖Mz‖‖z‖ , where ‖z‖ denotes the 2-norm of a vector z ∈ Cn.
Let p = n. For an invertible R-linear operatorM = M + M#τ on Cn we have, generically,
M−1 = (M − M#M−1M#)−1 + (M# − MM−1# M)−1τ ; see [14]. A minor manipulation then
yields us the factorization
M−1 =
(
M−1# M − M−1M#
)−1 (
M−1# − M−1τ
)
(2.4)
representing the inverse ofM as an R-linear operation followed by a C-linear one. This factor-
ization is very convenient, for instance, when the matrices M and M# are readily invertible. For
the simplest possible illustration, consider a + bτ , with a, b ∈ C, on C. Then we obtain, after
simplifying, (a + bτ)−1 = 1|a|2−|b|2 (a − bτ).
Necessary and sufficient conditions on the existence of the formula (2.4) are given in
Section 4.
3. The Kronecker product of real-entried matrices rewritten inMp,n
In what follows we rewrite the Kronecker product of two real-entried matrices B ∈ Rm1×n1
and C ∈ Rm2×n2 as an operation involving R-linear operators. Displaying artificial constraints,
we suggest four generalized Kronecker product operations with more degrees of freedom; two
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in Section 3.1 and two more in Section 3.2. Respective matrix nearness problems are described.
With these, in Section 3.3 we propose new orthogonal decompositions of real matrices.
3.1. Version I with m1 and n2 even
For the Kronecker product of the real forms, assume having B ∈ Rm1×n1 and C ∈ Rm2×n2 ,
with m1 and n2 even, such that m1m2 = 2p and n1n2 = 2n. Consider the partitionings B =
[
B1
B2
]
and C = [C1 C2] with the blocks B1 and B2 of the same size, as well as C1 and C2 of the same
size. Then we have
B ⊗ C =
[
B1
B2
]
⊗ [C1 C2] = [B1 ⊗ C1 B1 ⊗ C2
B2 ⊗ C1 B2 ⊗ C2
]
Pn1,n2 , (3.1)
where Pn1,n2 is the 2n-by-2n permutation matrix with an
n2
2 -by-
n2
2 identity block at the posi-
tions (j, 2j − 1) and (n1 + j, 2j), for j = 1, . . . , n1. It is of interest to observe that the matrix[
B1 ⊗ C1 B1 ⊗ C2
B2 ⊗ C1 B2 ⊗ C2
]
is the so-called strong Kronecker product of the matrices
[
B1
B2
]
and [C1 C2];
see [20,21] for its applications (see also [19]). We use this partitioning with (2.2) to convert the
computation of the Kronecker product B ⊗ C into performing operations with R-linear operators.
To this end, setting B̂ = B1 + iB2 ∈ C
m1
2 ×n1 and Ĉ = C1 + iC2 ∈ Cm2×
n2
2 , we can conclude
that the R-linear operator onMp,n corresponding to
[
B1 ⊗ C1 B1 ⊗ C2
B2 ⊗ C1 B2 ⊗ C2
]
takes the form
1
2
B̂ ⊗
(
Ĉ + Ĉτ
)
(3.2)
after using (2.2) and the properties of the Kronecker product. Here, in applying τ and the Kro-
necker product, we agree that (B̂ ⊗ Ĉ)τ = B̂ ⊗ (Ĉτ ) = (B̂τ ) ⊗ Ĉ = τ(B̂ ⊗ Ĉ). Hence B̂ ⊗ Ĉτ
is unambiguous and therefore to B ⊗ C inMn,p corresponds
1
2
B̂ ⊗
(
Ĉ + Ĉτ
)
Pn1,n2 ,
where Pn1,n2 is the R-linear isometry corresponding to Pn1,n2 through the relationship (2.2). In
what follows we drop Pn1,n2 to simplify the representation. Equivalently, we consider the real
linear representation inMp,n of the matrix (B ⊗ C)P ∗n1,n2 ∈ R2p×2n.
Look at (3.2). For any z ∈ Rn1 we have B̂ ⊗ (Ĉ + Ĉτ )(z ⊗ w) = (B̂z) ⊗ ((I + τ)Ĉw) for
any w ∈ C n22 . Since I + τ : Cp → Cp is not invertible, i.e., its nullspace is non-zero, we can infer
that the Kronecker product of two real-entried matrices carries a somewhat restricted structure.
This is particularly displeasing in the square matrix case, i.e., when p = n, by the fact that then
it is of interest to have invertible R-linear operators. To remedy this with a moderate increase in
the number of free parameters, consider R-linear operators of the form
(U + U#τ) ⊗ V, (3.3)
with U,U# ∈ C
m1
2 ×n1 and V ∈ Cm2× n22 , generalizing the ideas suggested in [14]. For the same
reason we look at R-linear operators carrying the structure
V ⊗ (U + U#τ), (3.4)
withV ∈ Cm12 ×n1 andU,U# ∈ Cm2×
n2
2 , i.e., the difference is, whether or not the matrixV appears
on the right. To be of interest, these operations should support fast and practical algorithms
analogously to the standard Kronecker product does. Inexpensive formulae for the inverse are
derived in Section 4.
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Before that, recall that the use of the Kronecker product in very large scale matrix computations
often involves solving a nearest Kronecker product problem; see [21, Sections 6 and 7]. To solve
the respective problems in our setting, consider first the structure (3.3), i.e., for a given R-linear
operatorM = M + M#τ ∈Mp,n set
min
U,U#,V
‖M− (U + U#τ) ⊗ V ‖F. (3.5)
Since
‖M− (U + U#τ) ⊗ V ‖F =
(
‖M − U ⊗ V ‖2F + ‖M# − U# ⊗ V ‖2F
)1/2
by using the invariance of the Frobenius norm of the Kronecker product under the complex
conjugation, i.e., ‖M# − U# ⊗ V ‖F = ‖M# − U# ⊗ V ‖F, we can rewrite (3.5) as a Kronecker
product matrix nearness problem
min
U,U#,V
∥∥∥∥[MM#
]
−
[
U
U#
]
⊗ V
∥∥∥∥
F
.
Interpreted in this way, we can employ the algorithm derived in [22] in a straightforward manner
to have a solution.
Similarly, with the structure (3.4) we end up considering
min
U,U#,V
‖M− V ⊗ (U + U#τ)‖F, (3.6)
which is analogously equivalent to the Kronecker product matrix nearness problem
min
U,U#,V
∥∥∥∥Pm1,m2 [MM#
]
− V ⊗
[
U
U#
]∥∥∥∥
F
,
wherePm1,m2 is the 2p-by-2p permutation matrix with anm2-by-m2 identity block at the positions
(j, 2j − 1) and (m12 + j, 2j) for j = 1, . . . , m12 . Again, the algorithm in [22] can be applied to
have a solution.
3.2. Version II with n1 and m2 even
For another real linear representation of the Kronecker product of two real-entried matrices,
assume having B ∈ Rm1×n1 and C ∈ Rm2×n2 , with n1 and m2 even, such that m1m2 = 2p and
n1n2 = 2n. Consider the partitionings B = [B1 B2] and C =
[
C1
C2
]
again with the blocks B1 and
B2 of the same size, as well as C1 and C2 of the same size. Then we can rewrite
B ⊗ C = [B1 B2]⊗ [C1
C2
]
= Pm1,m2
[
B1 ⊗ C1 B2 ⊗ C1
B1 ⊗ C2 B2 ⊗ C2
]
, (3.7)
where Pm1,m2 is the permutation matrix with an
m2
2 -by-
m2
2 identity block at the positions (2j −
1, j) and (2j,m1 + j), for j = 1, . . . , m1.
By setting B̂ = B1 + iB2 ∈ Cm1×
n1
2 and Ĉ = C1 + iC2 ∈ C
m2
2 ×n2 , with (2.2) we can represent
the R-linear operator corresponding to
[
B1 ⊗ C1 B2 ⊗ C1
B1 ⊗ C2 B2 ⊗ C2
]
as
1
2
(
B̂ ⊗ Ĉ + B̂ ⊗ Ĉτ
)
. (3.8)
Hence B ⊗ C is represented in Mp,n by 12Pm1,m2(B̂ ⊗ Ĉ + B̂ ⊗ Ĉτ ), where Pm1,m2 is the
R-linear isometry corresponding to Pm1,m2 .
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Again this yields us singular R-linear operators in the square matrix case n = p. To avoid this
we need to allow more degrees of freedom. The structure of (3.8) hints for generalizations that
were not among the ones suggested in the preceding subsection. Namely, consider the real linear
Kronecker product structure
V ⊗ U + V ⊗ U#τ, (3.9)
with V ∈ Cm1× n12 and U,U# ∈ C
m2
2 ×n2
. It is also of interest to look at R-linear operators of the
form
U ⊗ V + U# ⊗ V τ, (3.10)
in which case U,U# ∈ Cm1×
n1
2 and V ∈ Cm22 ×n2 .
In view of applications, appropriate matrix nearness problems yield a criterion for choosing
U,U# and V . To this end, for a given R-linear operatorM = M + M#τ ∈Mp,n consider
min
U,U#,V
‖M− V ⊗ U − V ⊗ U#τ‖F (3.11)
which again is readily shown to be equivalent to the Kronecker product matrix nearness problem
min
U,U#,V
∥∥∥∥Pm1,m2 [MM#
]
− V ⊗
[
U
U#
]∥∥∥∥
F
,
wherePm1,m2 is the 2p-by-2p permutation matrix with an
m2
2 -by-
m2
2 identity block at the positions
(j, 2j − 1) and (m1 + j, 2j) for j = 1, . . . , m1.
Similarly, with the R-linear structure (3.10) we are interested in solving
min
U,U#,V
‖M− U ⊗ V − U# ⊗ V τ‖F, (3.12)
which, in turn, is equivalent to the Kronecker product matrix nearness problem
min
U,U#,V
∥∥∥∥[MM#
]
−
[
U
U#
]
⊗ V
∥∥∥∥
F
.
Once again the algorithm derived in [22] can be applied to solve these two nearness problems.
The four R-linear Kronecker product structures (3.3), (3.4), (3.9) and (3.10) proposed turn out
to be related in pairs through inversion; see Section 4. Because of this we believe that these are
natural extensions of the Kronecker product for real-entried matrices, once complexified through
rewriting them inMp,n.
3.3. Four orthogonal decompositions of real-entried matrices
The singular value decomposition of a matrix A ∈ R2p×2n represents the matrix as the sum of
mutually orthogonal rank-one terms with respect to the inner product (A,B) = tr(B∗A). As is
well-known, the respective expansion is optimal by realizing
min
rank(Fj )j
‖A − Fj‖F (3.13)
through taking the first j terms in the decomposition; see, e.g., [12]. In the square matrix case,
i.e., when n = p, these approximations have the displeasing intrinsic property of being always
singular for j < 2n.
The Kronecker product SVD of Van Loan and Pitsianis [22,21], which we briefly describe in
what follows, is an orthogonal decomposition of A (see Proposition 3.1) that can yield invertible
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approximations in the square matrix case. This is crucial in applications such as in iterative solving
of large linear systems; see, e.g., [6]. An equally important aspect of this approach is that there are
instances where finding the Kronecker product SVD, or a truncation of it, is relatively inexpensive;
see [21, p. 95]. For an approximating method, see also [6].
The Kronecker product SVD of A takes the form
A =
r∑
j=1
σjUj ⊗ Vj , (3.14)
where σj are the non-zero singular values of R(A), for 1  j  r . Here
R(A) = [vec A11 vec A21 · · · vec Aqp]T
is the so-called rearrangement of A =
A11 · · · A1p..
.
.
.
.
Aq1 · · · Aqp
 given uniformly block-wise. (Hence, for this
operation to make sense, the uniform blocking ofAhas to be specified). ForX = [x1 x2 · · · xn] ∈
Cp×n given column-wise, we have employed the vectorization operation vec X =
[
x1
.
.
.
xn
]
∈ Cpn.
See [22, p. 297] for more details. By the following proposition, the Kronecker product SVD gives
an orthogonal decomposition of A.
Proposition 3.1. Let the matrices X, Y ∈ Cp×n be arranged uniformly block-wise in the same
way. Then (X, Y ) = (R(X), R(Y )).
Proof. Reorganize the diagonal entries in the product R(Y )∗R(X) to have the claim. 
Also the four nearness problems considered earlier each yield an optimal orthogonal decom-
position of A. For this we need the following observation.
Proposition 3.2. Let the real forms ofM andN, both fromMp,n, be the real-entried matrices
A and B. If (M,N) = 0, then (A,B) = 0.
Proof. To B∗A corresponds the real linear operator N∗M + NT# M# + (N∗M# + NT# M)τ . Since
there holds (A,B) = 2tr(Re(N∗M + NT# M#)) = 2Re(M,N), the claim follows. 
In view of this, consider the Kronecker product structure (3.3). From the nearness problem
(3.5) we obtain a decomposition ofM as
M =
r∑
j=1
σj (Uj + U#j τ ) ⊗ Vj , (3.15)
where σj are the non-zero singular values of the matrix
[
M
M#
]
. Invoking the definition of the inner
product (2.3) onMp,n we obtain
((Uk + U#k τ ) ⊗ Vk, (Uj + U#j τ ) ⊗ Vj ) =
([
Uk
U#k
]
⊗ Vk,
[
Uj
U#j
]
⊗ Vj
)
= 0
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for j /= k. Hence, by using Proposition 3.2 we can infer that (3.15) gives us an orthogonal decom-
position of the real form A ofM. It is optimal with respect to the measure (3.5) in the respective
sense the singular value decomposition of A is optimal through realizing (3.13).
Similarly, the other three Kronecker product structures (3.4), (3.9) and (3.10) yield an orthogo-
nal decomposition ofA each. The optimality is with respect to the measures (3.6), (3.11) and (3.12),
respectively. Hence, as an alternative to using the singular value decomposition or the Kronecker
product SVD, any of these expansions can be cut and applied in real-entried matrix compression.
Analogously to the Kronecker product SVD, invertible approximations can be obtained.
4. Formulae for the inverse
Preconditioning with the Kronecker products is based on approximating a matrix with a Kro-
necker product and then inverting the factors in the Kronecker product; see [21,6] and references
therein. As is well-known, by employing the inverses of the factors, the Kronecker product itself
can then be readily inverted.
Analogously, an approximation to a given real linear operatorM with any of the Kronecker
product structures suggested in the preceding section gives us a preconditioner forM, provided
we can also readily invert the approximate. For the inversion of the factors to be feasible, the sizes
of the matrices U , U# and V are typically assumed to be O(
√
N) if the original problem is of size
O(N).
To this end, assume U and U# are square and V is square so that p = n. Under sufficient
assumptions on invertibility, set E = (S − S−1)−1 with S = U−1# U . Then for the inverse of
(U + U#τ) ⊗ V we obtain
(EU−1# ) ⊗ V −1 − (EU−1) ⊗ V −1τ (4.1)
by applying the generically valid formula (2.4). Hence, in the inversion the Kronecker product
structure (3.3) gets flipped to the structure (3.10).
Similarly, for V ⊗ (U + U#τ) with square matrices of conforming size, the inverse takes the
form
V −1 ⊗ (EU−1# ) − V −1 ⊗ (EU−1)τ. (4.2)
Hence, now the Kronecker product structure (3.4) gets flipped to the structure (3.9).
For the existence of the formula (4.1) we have the following conditions; the case of (4.2) is
analogous.
Theorem 4.1. Assume the matrices U and U# are square and V is square. Then (U + U#τ) ⊗ V
is invertible if and only if U + U#τ and V are invertible.
Proof. Assume that either U + U#τ or V is not invertible. If U + U#τ is not invertible, then take
a non-zero vector z belonging to its nullspace so that Uz = −U#z. Then
(U ⊗ V + U# ⊗ V τ)(z ⊗ w) = U#z ⊗ (Vw − Vw).
With this, suppose first V is invertible. Taking a non-zero w such that Vw is a real vector yields a
non-zero vector z ⊗ w from the nullspace of (U + U#τ) ⊗ V . If V is not invertible, then choose
w from the nullspace of V to have (U ⊗ V + U# ⊗ V τ)(z ⊗ w) = Uz ⊗ Vw + U#z ⊗ Vw = 0,
i.e., also now (U + U#τ) ⊗ V has a non-zero nullspace.
Assume that U + U#τ and V are both invertible. Then U ⊗ V + U# ⊗ V τ is invertible if and
only if
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(U ⊗ V + U# ⊗ V τ)(I ⊗ V )−1 = U ⊗ I + U# ⊗ Iτ (4.3)
is invertible. Now apply permutation matrices P1 and P2 such that
P ∗1 (U ⊗ I + U# ⊗ Iτ )P2 = I ⊗ U + I ⊗ U#τ. (4.4)
This is clearly invertible if and only if U + U#τ is invertible. (For finding P1 and P2, see [12,
Corollary 4.3.10].) 
Since (4.4) is readily invertible, the steps (4.3) and (4.4) described in the proof can also be
used in finding the inverse of (U + U#τ) ⊗ V inexpensively.
In the same way, inverting the Kronecker product structures (3.9) and (3.10) is straightforward
by using the formula (2.4). With E = (S − S−1)−1, where S = U−1# U , the inverse of V ⊗ U +
V ⊗ U#τ generically takes the form
V
−1 ⊗
(
(EU−1# ) − (EU−1)τ
)
, (4.5)
i.e., the Kronecker product structure (3.9) is flipped to (3.4). Similarly, for U ⊗ V + U# ⊗ V τ
the inverse equals(
E(U−1# − U−1τ)
)
⊗ V −1, (4.6)
i.e., the Kronecker product structure (3.10) becomes (3.3).
In applying the inversion formula (2.4) to have (4.1), (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6), we need the
inverse of S − S−1 for a matrix S ∈ Cn×n. (In the formula (2.4) we had S = M−1# M while above
S = U−1# U .) Necessary and sufficient conditions on its invertibility can be given in terms of the
so-called concanonical form of S. To this end, recall that a quasi-Jordan block is a 2k-by-2k matrix
Q2k(λ) =
[
0 I
Jk(λ) 0
]
with λ ∈ C, (4.7)
where Jk(λ) denotes a k-by-k Jordan block. A quasi-Jordan matrix is the direct sum of quasi-
Jordan blocks. For any square matrix S we have S = X−1(J ⊕ Q)X with a Jordan matrix J , a
quasi-Jordan matrix Q and an invertible matrix X. This is the concanonical form of S of Hong
and Horn [11].
With the concanonical form, assuming S to be invertible, we can write
S − S−1 = X−1
(
(J − J−1) ⊕ (Q − Q−1)
)
X.
Corresponding to J − J−1, a single block Jk(λ) + Jk(λ)−1 is upper triangular with the diagonal
entries |λ|
2−1
λ
. Hence the block is invertible if and only if |λ|2 /= 1. Corresponding to Q − Q−1,
for a quasi-Jordan block (4.7) we have
Q2k(λ) − Q2k(λ)−1 =
[
0 I + Jk(λ)−1
I + Jk(λ) 0
]
.
which invertible if and only if λ /= −1. Under these conditions S − S−1 is invertible.
Remark. Actually it would be more natural to inspect the matrixS − S−1 in terms of the antilinear
operator (S − S−1)τ . Then it is clear why the concanonical form provides an appropriate way
to analyze the invertibility. Namely, we have S−1 = Sr(SS) for a polynomial r chosen such that
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r(SS) = (SS)−1. Thus (S − S−1)τ is just a member of the vector space over C, and algebra over
R, representable as
p(SS) + sq(SS)τ, with p and q polynomials (4.8)
i.e., the set of polynomials in the antilinear operator Sτ ; see [16]. Performing a similarity trans-
formation of (4.8) with X reveals its invertibility as just analyzed.
For the inverse of (or, for solving linear systems involving) S − S−1 a numerically stable
approach is to employ the canonical form of Youla [23]. It guarantees the existence of a unitary
matrix Q ∈ Cn×n such that
QSQT =

R11 R12 · · · R1t
0 R22 · · · R2t
...
.
.
.
...
0 · · · Rtt
 = R,
with 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 diagonal blocks Rjj , i.e., R is quasi-upper triangular. For computing Q,
see [8]. Then (S − S−1)−1 = Q∗(R − R−1)−1Q so that to find the inverse, we only need to invert
upper-quasi triangular matrices, aside from performing operations with unitary matrices.
5. Matrix equations leading to R-linear operators with Kronecker product parts
For more generality, consider an R-linear operator having Kronecker product parts, i.e.,
M = M ⊗ N + M# ⊗ N#τ. (5.1)
Next we illustrate with two matrix equations how R-linear operators carrying such a structure can
arise. In the first one we have a matrix equation involving the adjoint while in the second one the
conjugate appears. By making an appropriate ansatz, a solution procedure can be devised that is
a composition of a C-linear operation followed by an R-linear one, essentially analogously to the
formula (2.4).
Example 1. For complex matrices A, B, and C of type k-by-l, l-by-k and k-by-k, respectively,
consider the matrix equation
AX − X∗B = C. (5.2)
To have an R-linear operator with Kronecker product parts, we rewrite this as
((I ⊗ A) − (BT ⊗ I )P τ)vec X = vec C, (5.3)
where P is the permutation described in [12, Theorem 4.3.8]. Look at the square matrix case by
supposing k = l. Then P satisfies P 2 = I and P(A ⊗ B) = (B ⊗ A)P for any matrices A and B
of type k-by-k. Using this with the formula (2.4) gives us the inverse ofM = (I ⊗ A) − (BT ⊗
I )P τ as
M−1 = (A ⊗ I )E + (BT ⊗ I )EPτ, (5.4)
where E = (A ⊗ A − BT ⊗ B∗)−1 is assumed to be invertible. In practice we do not have to
compute E because, to apply the formula (5.4) to a vector b ∈ Cn, it suffices to solve the linear
systems E−1x = b and E−1y = Pb. This can be accomplished economically with algorithms
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for solving the generalized Sylvester matrix equation. For an algorithm and relevant references,
see [7].
Equations of type (5.3) arise in linearizing matrix equations involving the adjoint of the
unknown matrix. For a simple case faced often (see, e.g., [2, p. 310]), consider the nonlinear
matrix function h(A) = A∗A. For more general maps of this form and their applications, see
[1, p. 126] and [17] for the so-called hereditary matrices. The Fréchet derivative of h at A in the
direction of X is
(Dh(A))(X) = A∗X + X∗A,
i.e., now B = −A∗ in (5.2). (Solving A∗X + X∗A = C is clearly straightforward as follows. To
have a solution, C is necessarily Hermitian. For simplicity, assume A is invertible. Then we have
X = A−∗(C/2 + iK), where K is an arbitrary Hermitian matrix.)
For another way to solve (5.2), the proof of the following proposition follows by a direct
substitution.
Proposition 5.1. Assume A and B are square and invertible. If Y is a solution to AB−∗Y −
YA−∗B = C, then X = B−∗Y + A−1Y ∗ is a solution to AX − X∗B = C.
For the second illustration to have an R-linear operator with Kronecker product parts, take the
equation considered in detail in [3]. See also [8].
Example 2. With A of type k-by-k and B of type l-by-l, the equation
AX − XB = C, (5.5)
with C of type k-by-l, may be rewritten as(
(I ⊗ A) − (BT ⊗ I )τ
)
vec X = vec C.
Applying the formula (2.4), the inverse ofM = (I ⊗ A) − (BT ⊗ I )τ equals
M−1 = (I ⊗ A)E + (BT ⊗ I )Eτ,
where E = (I ⊗ AA − BTB∗ ⊗ I )−1 is assumed to be invertible. Like in Example 1, we can
formulate the respective generalized Sylvester equation involving E−1 to economically operate
with E.
For another way to solve (5.5) we have the following proposition. The proof follows again by
a direct substitution.
Proposition 5.2. Let Y be a solution to AAY − YBB = C. Then X = AY + YB is a solution
to AX − XB = C.
This illustrates well the fact that Eq. (5.5) has a unique solution for all C if and only if
σ(AA) ∩ σ(BB) = ∅; see [3].
Analogously to Proposition 5.1, in this manner solving (5.5) can be converted into solving a
Sylvester equation followed by an application of the R-linear matrix operation Y → AY + YB.
This is an attractive approach since all the elegant formulae for the solution of the Sylvester
equation collected in [4, Section 9] can be applied at the first step.
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For an application of Proposition 5.2, consider square matrices X that commute with a given
antilinear operator M#τ . Since this is equivalent to having
M#X − XM# = 0,
it remains to apply Proposition 5.2 with C = 0.
Motivated by these examples, look at the R-linear operator (5.1) having Kronecker product
parts. Assume M , N , M# and N# are square. Under the assumptions on invertibility made in the
previous section, an application of the formula (2.4) gives the inverse as
M−1 = E
(
M−1# ⊗ N−1# − M−1 ⊗ N−1τ
)
,
where E = (S − S−1)−1 with S = M−1# M ⊗ N−1# N . Hence, to haveM−1b for a vector b ∈ Cn,
compute first v = (M−1# ⊗ N−1# − M−1 ⊗ N−1τ)b and then solve
(S − S−1)z = v.
Since S and S−1 are both Kronecker products, z can be found by considering the corresponding
generalized Sylvester matrix equation and using, for instance, the algorithm of [7].
In applying the formula (2.4) we have assumed that the appearing inverses exist. In practice
these operations should also be well-conditioned. Otherwise the following theorem is of use.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose M,M# ∈ Cn×n. Then there exist unitary matrices W1 and W2 such that
W ∗1 MW2 is upper triangular and W ∗1 M#W2 quasi-upper triangular.
Proof. We prove the claim by considering the generalized real linear eigenvalue problem, i.e.,
we are interested in solving
M#z = λMz (5.6)
with an eigenvalue λ ∈ C and a non-zero eigenvector z ∈ Cn. Analogously to the way the standard
C-linear matrix pencil is handled, we proceed by induction. At each step we have two alternatives
to consider: either (5.6) has an eigenvalue or the spectrum is empty.
Assume that (5.6) has an eigenvalue. Then for a unit vector z we have M#z − λMz = 0, i.e.,
M#z and Mz are parallel. Let v be a unit vector in this direction. (If M#z = Mz = 0, then choose
v to be any unit vector.) With these form unitary matrices U1 = [z Û1] and V1 = [v V̂1]. Then
V ∗1 MU1 =
[
m̂11 m̂12
0 M̂22
]
and V ∗1 M#U1 =
[
m̂#11 m̂#12
0 M̂#22
]
(5.7)
with m̂11, m̂#11 ∈ C and other blocks of conforming size.
Assume that (5.6) does not have an eigenvalue. If M (respectively M#) is singular, take a unit
vector z from the nullspace of M (respectively M#) and proceed as above to have U1 =
[
z Û1
]
and V1 =
[
v V̂1
]
. Hence it remains to consider the case where M and M# are both invertible and
(5.6) has no eigenvalues. To this end, consider the respective real formulation
Lw = µCw (5.8)
with the real-entried matrices L and C defined according to (2.2). Since (5.6) does not have eigen-
values, (5.8) has only non-real eigenvalues µ = α + iβ with β /= 0. Then with w = w1 + iw2,
where w1, w2 ∈ R2n, we have the eigenvalue relation
Lw1 − αCw1 + βCw2 + i(Lw2 − βCw1 − αCw2) = 0
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so that spanR{Lw1, Lw2} = spanR{Cw1, Cw2} as subspaces of R2n over R. Using the cor-
respondence
[
x
y
]
∈ R2n for z = x + iy ∈ Cn, take z1, z2 ∈ Cn corresponding to w1, w2 ∈ R2n
and look at the subspace Z = spanC{z1, z2}. We have MZ = M#Z since [Mz1 Mz1]
[
α β
−β α
]
=
[M#z1 M#z1]. Denote the subspace MZ by V .
Either dimC(Z) = 2 or dimC(Z) = 1. We assume the former because the latter case follows
analogously. Let U1 = [̂z1 ẑ2 Û1] be a unitary matrix with ẑ1 and ẑ2 spanning Z. Similarly,
let V1 = [̂v1 v̂2 V̂1] be a unitary matrix with v̂1 and v̂2 spanning V . Then we obtain (5.7) with
m̂11, m̂#11 ∈ C2×2 and other blocks of conforming size. To end the construction, apply a House-
holder transformation from the left to make m̂11 upper triangular. This does not change the
structure of V ∗1 M#U1.
Repeat this construction inductively with the blocks M̂22 and M̂#22 obtained. 
Under stronger assumptions additional structure results. In [14] we showed that for having
diagonal matrices W ∗1 MW2 and W ∗1 M#W2, it is necessary and sufficient that MMT# and M∗M#
be symmetric.
Nonunitary matrices yield obviously more. For an illustration, assume M is invertible and let
M#M
−1 = X−1(J ⊕ Q)X be the concanonical form of M#M−1. Then take G = X and F =
M−1X−1 to have GMF = I + J ⊕ Qτ .
The construction of the proof of Theorem 5.3 is not numerically particularly practical. Although
beyond the scope of this paper, we see no obstructions for devising an algorithm of QZ-type [18]
to compute W1 and W2 stably. Once available, solving an R-linear system of equations with an
upper triangular linear part and a quasi-upper triangular antilinear part is an easy task.
In view of the Kronecker product structure (5.1), take W1 and W2 for M + M#τ and Q1 and
Q2 for N + N#τ as in Theorem 5.3. Then with W = W1 ⊗ Q1 and W˜ = W2 ⊗ Q2 we have
T=W ∗MW˜ = (W ∗1 ⊗ Q∗1) (M ⊗ N + M# ⊗ N#τ) (W2 ⊗ Q2)
=(W ∗1 MW2) ⊗ (Q∗1NQ2) + (W ∗1 M#W2) ⊗ (Q∗1N#Q2)τ,
whose linear part is the Kronecker product of upper triangular matrices while the antilinear part
is the Kronecker product of quasi-upper triangular matrices.
Example 3. AssumeT1, T3 ∈ Ck×k andT2, T4 ∈ Cl×l are upper triangular matrices. Then solving
Tz = (T1 ⊗ T2 + T3 ⊗ T4τ)z = b
requires of order k2l2 floating point operations. Obviously, slightly more work is needed if T3 and
T4 are quasi-upper triangular.
To end this section, there is a natural Kronecker product matrix nearness problem following
from Kronecker product structure considered. Assuming the matrices to be of conforming size,
for a given R-linear operatorM = M + M#τ ∈Mp,n it is again straightforward to solve
min
U,V,U#,V#
‖M− U ⊗ V − U# ⊗ V#τ‖F
by using the algorithm derived in [22]. This is due to the fact that
‖M− U ⊗ V − U# ⊗ V#τ‖2F = ‖M − U ⊗ V ‖2F + ‖M# − U# ⊗ V#‖2F
allowing us to use the respective Kronecker product SVDs of the matrices M and M# separately.
The corresponding expansion ofM takes the form
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M =
r1∑
j=1
σjUj ⊗ Vj +
 r2∑
j=1
σ#jU#j ⊗ V#j
 τ (5.9)
yielding one more orthogonal decomposition of the real form A ofM. To see this, the terms in
the expansion of the linear part are mutually orthogonal with respect to the inner product (2.3).
So are the terms in the expansion of the antilinear part. Since a matrix and an antilinear operator
are always orthogonal against each other, the expansion is in deed orthogonal.
In compressing the expansion (5.9) one should pick terms corresponding to the largest singular
values among {σj , σ#k }1jr1,1kr2 . Hence the object of interest is the non-increasing sequence
obtained by taking the union of these sequences and ordering it non-increasingly.
Based on our preliminary experiments with the rank-one case in [14], our impression is that
the approximations of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are to be preferred over compressing the expansion
(5.9), unless some specifically structured problems are in mind. Such instances arise, for example,
when one wishes to preserve certain properties ofM in the approximations.
Example 4. A ∈ R2n×2n is a Hamiltonian matrix if and only if M∗ = −M and MT# = M#. This
structure is preserved in compressing with (5.9).
6. Conclusions
The Kronecker product in the real linear matrix analytic setting has been studied. Four natural
generalizations of the Kronecker product of two real-entried matrices were proposed. Respective
Kronecker product nearness problems were solved leading to new orthogonal decompositions
of real matrices. Formulae for the inverse were devised. Examples of matrix equations leading
R-linear operators with Kronecker product parts were given. Among many ways of solving these
equations, a factorization of QZ-type was shown to exist.
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